Across
2. Elephants and thunder make this sound
5. The wisest female and leader of the herd
6. An elephant’s most valuable tool
7. What a group of elephants is called
9. What a baby elephant is called
10. Loud bellowing sound elephants make when excited, anxious or angry
12. What tusks are made of
13. An elephant’s two front teeth

Down
1. You have the _____ of an elephant
3. An animal that eats only plants
4. Flat, open grassland area with few trees
8. What elephants will become if we don’t protect them
11. What a female elephant is called

Elephant Crossword Key
Across: 2-Rumble 5-Matriach 6-Trunk 7-Herd 9-Calf 10-Trumpet 12-Ivory 13-Tusks
Down: 1-Memory 3-Herbivore 4-Savannah 8-Extinct 11-Cow